Creative Front End Developer

The Surely Group is an innovative InsureTech startup, providing a novel online platform for insurers
and brokers to transact online with their customers. Founded by experienced serial entrepreneurs in
2013, the company is based in Silicon Roundabout in the heart of London’s Shoreditch startup
community, serves a blue-chip European client base, and offers a dynamic work environment. The
company is growing and is now seeking a talented Creative Front End Developer to support its
expansion.
Job Description
We are looking for a creative front end developer with a passion for design and modern frontend
development. You will be joining a dedicated and creative team and play an important role in the
design and build of modern web applications and mobile apps. You will work closely with end users
and back end developers to design dynamic and engaging interfaces, as well as building front end
code that bridges the gap between graphical design and technical implementation.
Responsibilities






Play an important role in the design and development of modern web applications and hybrid
mobile apps
Create dynamic UX designs and mock-ups with a strong emphasis on usability
Use your passion for learning new front end development techniques, tools and frameworks to
shape the development of our platform user interfaces
Understand client-side web application design patterns and best practices
Use your knowledge and skill to improve code usability, maintainability and portability

Skills and Qualifications








3+ years commercial experience
Expert knowledge of HTML5, Sass and CSS to create easily maintainable and extensible code
Solid understanding of the JavaScript language and the ES6 specification
Familiarity with modern frameworks like Angular and React, as well as older libraries like JQuery
Know how to get the most out of Bootstrap and how to implement responsive design techniques
Automating the building and packaging of assets using tools like Gulp and Webpack
Understand and be comfortable with using Git

The following skills will further put you in a favourable light:
 UX design and mockup experience using tools like Sketch, Marvel and Axure
 Hybrid mobile app development experience using the Ionic Framework
 Experience using PHP and TypeScript
 Understand how to integrate backend services using a REST API
 Working knowledge of SEO principles and best practices
 JavaScript test automation experience a plus
 Comfortable using macOS, Linux and Windows
 Experience using JetBrains and Atlassian products (WebStorm, Jira and Confluence)
You need the right to work in the UK and must have excellent spoken and written English.
Compensation and Benefits
The role offers a competitive compensation package, commensurate with experience.
How to apply
Please send a CV and covering letter to jobs@surelygroup.com.
Surely Services Ltd. Company No. 08724683. Registered in England.
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